
1 anecdotal a to move in a very unsteady way, for example because you are drunk or have 
been hit

2 array b to return to a normal state after an unpleasant experience or a period of 
difficulty, and become ready to make an effort again with new enthusiasm or 
strength

3 debilitating c an amount that is greater than is needed or can be used

4 embrace d used meaning ‘by itself’ to show that you are referring to something on its 
own, rather than in connection with other things

5 empirical e to be greater or more important than something

6 liberating f to free somebody from something that limits their control over and pleasure 
in their own life

7 outweigh g making somebody's body or mind weaker

8 per se h the state of having just enough money or food to stay alive

9 plague i a book, document or web page that gives information about a school, 
college, etc. in order to advertise it; (business) a document that gives 
information about a company’s shares before they are offered for sale

10 plethora j (of an account or evidence) possibly not true or accurate because it is based 
on personal accounts rather than facts or research

11 prospectus k based on experiments or experience rather than ideas or theories

12 reeling l a group or collection of things or people, often one that is large or impressive

13 regroup m any disease that spreads quickly and kills a lot of people

14 subsistence n the act of accepting an idea, a proposal, a set of beliefs, etc, especially when 
it is done with enthusiasm
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